
Termly Overview Term 3  P5M  Miss Morrison

Welcome back to term 3 and a Happy New Year to you all!

We have an exciting Term 3 ahead of us! Mrs Webster will be taking the class
for P.E. She  will be focusing on Hockey skills. We will also be working on our
Scottish Country Dancing skills.
Mrs Stuart will be joining us on a Thursday to teach Poetry
This term our IDL is The Victorians. We hope to be able to link with Allan
Patterson and find out more about Victorian life. He is part of Aberdeen
Urban Studies trust that o�ers a walking tour around Aberdeen which will
give us an opportunity to find out how people lived in this period.

A full copy of the timetable can be found on our Google Classroom.

Primary 5 Weekly Timetable

P5M 8.45 - 10.15 10.30 - 12.00 13.00 - 15.00

Monday Literacy Numeracy Literacy ICT Cross
Curricular

Tuesday PE with Mrs
Webster

AFCCT Numeracy Literacy Expressive
Arts

Wednesday Taught Writing Numeracy Handwriting ICT Assembly

Thursday Numeracy Literacy Outdoor
Learning

Poetry
Mrs Stuart

Cross
Curricular

Friday Ethos
9-9.45

Literacy
Problem
Solving

Cross
Curricular Reflection

Time

Subject Detail
Numeracy Focus on time,decimals and 2D/3D shape.

We will continue to work on our times tables.
Daily Big Maths, CLIC/SAFE challenges and Beat That.

Literacy Taught Writing: Fact Files and Newspaper Reports.
Weekly grammar and spelling focus.
Reading and comprehension with a focus on reaching AR targets and
increasing individual reading ages.
Handwriting focusing on letter formation
Dictation - focus on accuracy
Poetry - Robert Burns



Cross
Curricular

This term the school’s big question is  - How did we live in the past?

We will answer this through our Cross curricular contexts: My
Historical World - Victorians
Our Big Questions as chosen by the children are:

1. What was life like in Victorian Times?
2. What was the difference between being rich and poor?
3. How did the Victorians influence current society?

The culmination of all we have learned during our topic will allow us to
answer the school’s big question.

Other
curricular

areas

Health & Wellbeing: weekly PE, Scottish Country Dancing, AFCCT,
social & emotional health including use of the emotion works cogs for
practising regulating strategies to manage emotions. We will also be
looking at making positive behaviour choices and peer-mediation skills

Art - Focus on Victorian artists such as William Powell Firth and Sir
Luke Fields.
We will be looking at our knowledge of texture, line, colour and pattern
to create our own drawings and paintings.

ICT - Internet Safety and Coding using the Safer Schools app and
Scratch program.

Homework - handed out on a Thursday and due in on Tuesdays. This
will be posted on Google Classroom

Additional Information

● P.E. Kit is required on Tuesday for Mrs Webster and P.E. on
Wednesday with myself.

● Trainers are required for the basketball court on Thursday.
● Please ensure you dress warmly every day due to the winter

weather

Miss Morrison


